Sciencefaqs, a living library for health spokespersons, from industry, research institutes, health authorities and governments, offers a way to understand, summarise and keep up to date with ongoing international research and guidelines about health effects related to the use of mobile phones and base sites.

The science help desk features eight divisions of information: a members dialogue, abstracts, bioeffects, position statements, standards, weblinks, the WHO EMF Project studies data base and the worldwide funding agencies.

We have the support and contributions of the science authors doing the relevant research. Also we have the support of the Chair on the International Commission of Non-Ionizing Radiation (ICNIRP) Dr. Alastair McKinlay, IEEE Operations Publications Professor Bill Hagen, the Bioelectromagnetics Society Past President Professor Frank Barnes, the Secretary General of the Union of Radio Sciences International (URSI) Professor Paul Lagasse and the Outgoing Chair of the W.H.O. EMF Project, Mike Repacholi.

The publishers’ Wiley, Harcourt, Elsevier, Kluwer, Nuclear Technology Publishing, IEEE publications, etc have generously permitted us use of their abstracts in return for acknowledgement of their copyrights and web addresses.

Forum Mobilkommunikation (FMK) is a Non-Profit industry association in Austria sponsoring sciencefaqs by providing the operating costs of http://sciencefaqs.com. FMK provides for its own health spokespersons as well as for any paid subscribers the opportunity to be better informed and up-to-date about the research on mobile telecommunications and health.

There are presently 400+ abstracts from papers on mobile phones and health incorporated into the web Abstracts’ library of the SHD. Accompanying very important abstracts are Q&As about whether the research follows the required WHO research criteria, and about the weight of scientific evidence in this area.

All the 942 reference titles of the Zmirou French Expert Report, Jan 2001, have been added to the abstracts files recently. An English translation of the science review of the Zmiou Report has been placed in the Bulletin Board.

Bioeffects, summarises and explains the human health topics of possible concern from telecommunications’ exposures: cancer, genotoxic effects, central nervous system effects, thermal effects, anecdotal effects and interference on medical devices. Recent experts’ published reviews give the weight of scientific evidence on each topic to date.

A world atlas of Standards tables keeps spokespersons up to date on guidelines, and the Bulletin Board includes eminent scientists’ speeches and summarizes and explains current health topics.

There are two areas where subscribers can make statements and ask questions, and give feedback called the Forum and Special Issues Science.

Hot issues keeps you up to date on recent issues.

There are two files from the WHO EMF Project database made user-friendly, the EMF Studies and the EMF Funding Agencies.

The sciencefaqs.com team update Sciencefaqs daily with hot issues, new papers, recent conference proceedings, weblinks, new exposure guidelines, expert reports, and current issues on health related to telecommunications.

This special non-profit web science helpdesk is limited by password, and subscription. For free 24-hour access and/or information on yearly subscriptions email Melanie Stelzer (stelzer@feei.at) your details (name, position, company, address, fax phone & email) for a user name & password.